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lCUS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER23 , 1998

WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LA W

Inaugural Sports Law
Symposium a Success
byChris Garber
Highlighted by an address from 'industry pioneer Mark McCormack, the first
annual Sports Law Symposium was held at
the law school on the weekend of Nov ember 14-15.
McCormack, founder and CEO of International Management Group (IMG),
spoke to a crowd of nearly 100 Saturday
morning on the topic of " Sports Law and
Sports Management in the 2 1st Century-A
Look Ahead ."
In the speech, McCormack detailed
some of the highlights and milestones of
his own career, then gave his vision of the
future of the industry. McConnack envisions a sports management industry with
an even more global focus , and with a
greater emphasis on technology and the
so-called " Olympic" sports (individual
sports like figure skating, gymnastics and
even badminton, a popular sport in the
Pacificrirn).
A 1951 graduateofthe College of Wi 1liam & Mary, McCormack founded IMG as
ameans to promote and manage the affairs
of his friend and first client, golfer Arnold
Palmer. The Cleveland-based f1rm now
has 104 offices in 33 countries, making it
the world's largest sports management
and marketing entity.
The symposium continued throughout the day Saturday, with panels on top-

ics such as the power of profe~sional
sports un ions, the ro Ie oflawy ers as agents,
sports event management and gender
equity.
The panel on sports unions provided
some of the event's highlights, as New
York attorney Jeffrey Rosenthal debated
DougAllen ofthe National Football League
Players' Association (NFLPA). Rosenthal,
who has advised players in Major League
Soccer, disagreed with Allen as to the
wisdom of the soccer players joining the
NFLPA.
Other panel members at the sympo-

MarkMcCormack accepts a W &M Law School sweatshirt from Dean Reveley.
- - _....... lL2llC:O.;;;;;;=...._ _ _ _ _ ....y: ; . . . . .

sium included leffGewirtz, general counsel to the LPGA, Wayne Souza, a
Norfolk-based attorney and agent, Herb
Hecht, a W&M law school alumnus and
Patton Boggs partner and Keith Booker, a
College alumnus who represents football
players such as Antonio Freeman.
The event drew students from at least
4 other law schools, as well as a significant .
percentage of Professor Martin Silfen's
Sports Law Class.
The symposium was organized by a
comm ittee ofthe new ly-form ed Sports and
Entertainment Law Society, with significant assistance from Silfen.
The group, along with Silfen, plan Olt
organizing a similar event for Entertainment Law in the Spring.

Symposium organizers with Mark McCormack after his speech.

TRIBE ROWERS GAIN NATIONAL RECOGNITION
By Cha rles Eh rlich
William and Mary Rowing received nationalacclairn in October, when the United
States Rowing Association named three
members ofthe team Collegiate All-Americans, and when Tribe crews posted impressive results at major Fall regattas .
TaraL. Eng ' 98andDavidV.Smith '00
received First Team Collegiate AIl-American honors, while M. Elizabeth Holt '00 got
Second Team. The USRA used academic,
athletic, and other extra-curricular criteria
to determine the awards.
Eng, from Arlington, Va. , began her
rowing career while a student at HB
Woodlawn HS . She rowed for all four
years at William and Mary, rowing her
Senior year in the bow seat of the Women's
FirstVarsity Eight, which fmishedthe 1998
season ranked # 8 in Division III , the highest-ranked club-status crew in the United
States. Smith, from Alexandria, Va. , took
up rowing as a second-semester Freshman, and as a Sophomore rowed in the
seven seat of the Men's Fi-rst Varsity.
From Raleigh-Durham , N.C., Holt coxes

the men ' s team . She started coxing as a
Freshman at William and Mary, and rose to .
become the coxswain of the Men ' s First
Varsity as a Sophomore.
Despite the factthat William and Mary
has famously resisted the recent American trend for grade inflation., William and
Mary rowers are some ofthe best students
on campus, with nearly one third of the
team maintaining a GPA of3.7 or higher.
The team takes great pride in the all-around
achievements o(its students, and success
in the classroom is being matched by success on the water.
Rowing is a club-status sport at William and Mary. Despite that fact, the team
has in recent years become quite competitive against varsity-status programs. Startingwith onlya handful of rowers two years
ago, the team has swelled to 120 members,
split evenly between men and women: It
has grown to become one of the largest
co llegiate rowing programs in the country.
It competes within the Mid-Atlantic region, and has grown a national reputation
as a rapidly developing program .

The Tribe has continued to show suc- gram.
cess so far in this Fal\'s exhibition season.
One week later, at the Head of the
On a beautifu l sunny day in Philade lph ia Occoquan, the Mid-At lantic Region ' s preon October 24th, it took the Women's mierend-of-Fa II regatta, the same crew was
Varsity Heavyweight Eight to stir up a narrowly beaten into second by a crew of
storm. At the Head of the Schuylkill Re- US National Team rowers. However, the
gatta, the world's largest single-day row- Women'sVarsity Lightweight Eight, third
ing regatta with well over one thousand in Philade lphia, took gold in its event on
diffe rent crews competing, the Tribe ' s top the Occoquan in Fairfax.
women's crew rowed to a first place finish . .
The men have also seen the ir share of
The Varsity Women won the "Club national team opponents up close over the
Eight" category, the regatta's second- last two weeks, includi ng the US Heavyhighest event. However, had they entered weight and Lightweight Eightswhich took
the "Championship Eight" event for th e Gold and Silver, respectively, atthe World
regatta's fastest crews, their time would Champ ionsh ips th is Summer. Tribe crews
sti II have placed them second overa ll to survived the encounters: the Men's Varthe University of Michigan, which placed sity !-Ieavyweight Eight, nineteenth in Phi lafifth at last year's Division One National . delphia, placed a strong fourth in Fairfax,
Championship. Crews from other Divi- while the Men's Varsity Lightweight Eight,
sion One programs such as Georgetown, fifteenth on the Schuylkill, garnered secPenn, and Syracuse, not to mention re- ond on the Occoquan.
gional powers such as Temple, Drexel,
Other top finishes included the
Villanova, Delaware, and George Mason, Women's Second Varsity Heavyweight
all posted slower times than the Green and Eight, second on the Occoquan, and the
Gold. This result marks an astounding Women's Freshman Four, third on the
achievement by the Tribe's young pro- Schuylki ll.
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=========================================== Monday, November22, 1998 THE AMIcus

From the Editor's Desk

Nobody Reads it Anyway • • • •
the law school. We have columnists covering multiple particular morning. Her job also included scheduling
areas of interest - the opinions of the law school appointments, but only by phone. · Forthose of you who
community are being fairly well represented, I believe. think that you can drop in when you are in the neighborBut straight news reporting is something I have been hood and schedule yourself an appointment in person,
completely unable to recruit. Letters to the editor this you are sorely mistaken. You see, this woman is entirely
semester come to a grand total of two. Circulation, in charge of appointments, but if you are physically in the
though up from last year, is still terribly low. I have come Death Center, you will be asked to step over to the phone
to question the need for a newspaper in the law school and call her. Yes - you walk away from this woman's desk
community. If no students are interested in reporting to a telephone so that you can call her from seven feet away.
This is what I was asked to do. Keep in mind that I am
news, and there is no public outcry for it, why bother?
My recommendation forthe Amicus in the future will bleeding from somewhere on my face, blood is running
be one of two options: either cut the size and frequency down my arms and my hand.s are completely covering my
oftheAmicus dramaticallyoreliminat~ it entirely. With- face. A II that the schedul ing secretary can see is hands and
out student interest, there is no reason to have a school blood. She is not a doctor or anurse; she is a secretary. She
newspaper. Without reporting, there is nothing to sees blood, and she tells me - to go stand in line and call
include in a newspaper. And I still firm ly believe that one her. No question of what is wrong, why I am bleeding, do
ortwo staff members cannot fairly report the events that I need immediate medical attention, not even do I need a
happen here. With such limited student participation, tissue~ Just an order to go step in line, call her for an
creating twelve pages of news every two weeks is appointment and maybe a doctor can see me tomorrow. I
went to the Death Center with an immediate need for
impossible, at least for me.
Ifany of you nave any opinions on the future of the . medical care and I was told to step aside, stand in line, wait
Amicus, please let me know. I always welcome student and maybe someone will see me sometime.
I obviously told the scheduling secretary to forget it,
. input into Amicus decisions.
On a completely unrelated but equally depressing that I needed to see a real doctor. Which I did as much as
note, I visited our King Student Health Center last week. I was able to afford one. Which meant that I went to an
Unsentimentally known as the Death Center, it has Urgent Care facility, paid money that I won't be able to pay
earned its reputation with incompetent care, provided back until next Fall, but received competent and reasonrudely and with no haste. I have gone many times ably prompt medical care.
throughout my law school car~er to the Death Center,
I went to the Urgent Care at Ewell Station, where the
and have received what can only be described as sub- secretary asked me why I was bleeding before she did
par care. From the nurse who diagnosed me using a anything else. She gave me an ice pack and a pack of
pocket-sized reference book (and then recommended . tissues after I explained to her that.it was nothing dangerthat I take a lot of hot showers to cure an upper- ous,just an overworked nose showing its displeasure with
respiratory infection) to the doctor who recommended the treatment it was receiving. She then gave me an .
that I go on an.all-meat diet; I ha~e never walked·out-of . estimate of about an hour and a half to see a,doctor 1 whi~h
the Death Center feeling that I had received anything I was pleasantly surprised to find out was conservative. I
near the acceptable standard of medical care.
saw a physician's assistant student in an hour, who
But what happened to me last week makes me want quickly gave me a tentative diagnosis of allergic reaction
to warn the entire student body that depending on the and a handful offree medication. The doctor came in, gave
Death Center to provide any kind of medical care could me a once-over, okayed the P.A. 's diagnosis and sent me
actually be dangerous. I walked into the Death Center on my way with a few more samples and an assurance that
on Monday, November 16, bleeding obviously and in needed more, I could call for a prescription and not have
profusely. I was having an allergy attack, to make another appointment. The secretary who checked
something that I thought I had outgrown me in also checked me out with an assurance that I could
ten years ago. It ~asn't life-threatening, but leave without paying and she would send me a bill for
I was getting worse by the minute. I had anything my insurance didn't cover.
sneezed
and blown my nose easily fifty
When I did need more of the antihistamines the doctor
William & Mary School of Law
times by noon that day, which caused a had given me (which, by the way, he had been very
P. o. Box 8795
Williamsburg, Virginia 23187
(757) 221-3582
dramatic nosebleed. Again , no real danger, cooperative in selecting for me when I explained that I
"Dedicated to the complete and objective reporting of student
news und opinion" but a lot of blood. I had hives on pretty much could not handle medication that makes me sleepy), I called
every exposed part of my body (hands, neck the clinic, the clinic called the pharmacy and I never had to
Editor: Dana Loftis
and face - nothing racy). But what was deal with administrative horseshit to get. Imagine getting
Managing Editor: Chris Garber
wrong with me was not in any way obvious a doctor atthe Death Center to call you in a refill. Not even
Production Editor: Bob Ford
when I walked into the Death Center. My imaginable. You would have to make an appointment,
Business Editor: Tom Voekler
hands were completely covering my face, which you would get in a few days. You would then have
Reporters:
and blood was all over my hands and arms. to go through a full appointment with a doctor in order to
Joe Grogan
From what anyone could see, I could have get a refill on a prescription that you may have been taking
leffPolich
been bleeding from my nose, my mouth or for years, and that the doctors at the Death Center preJeff Yeates
any part of my face. I could ha~e had a scribed for you in the first place. It seems a strange
Sari Benmeir
broken nose, or I could have had a large cut. dichotomy to be so conscientious about prescribing refills
Sara Hirsch
But I walked into the. Death Center, for the most common and innocuous prescriptions and to
Eric Smith
wh ich was clearlY one of the least intelligent be so reckless about treating patients in. urgent neeq of
things I have done in a while. All I needed immediate care.
.
was a prescription for an antihistamine. But
I would like to note, however, thatther~is one exceptionEditorial Policy
I never got the chance to tell anyone at the to the universal crappiness of the Death Center. The
The letters and opinion pages of The Amiclls are dedicated to all
Death Center this. I had to ·stand iIi line to pharmacist is a super-nice guy, reasonable, overworked·
student opinion regardless of form or content. The Amicus reserves the
see
some sort of secretary, who kept the and very, very helpful. When I needed a refill of a
right to edit for spelling and grammar. but not content.
appointment book. From what I could tell, prescription immediately and there were hundreds of preLetters to the Editor may not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
her job was to check off people who walked scriptions waiting to be filled, he set me up. Of course, he
newspaper or its staff All letters to the Editor should be submitted by 5
into the Death Center with appointments. I also noted that I was the on ly person who was there waiting ·
p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication. The AmiclIS will not print a
letter without confirmation of the author's name. We may, ho\vever,
clearly did not have an appointment, bewithhold the name on request. Letters over 500 words may be returned to
cause I had no way of predicting that my
See
Editor
3
on
the writer with a request that the letter be edited for the sake of space.
immune system would go on red alert on this

This will be the last Amicus of the semester. I hope
that everyone has a chance to read it, between studying
and drinking before exams. Ifnothing else, it's a great way
to waste a few minutes when your brain fries from the
combination of feverish studying, the cold that always
gets passed around during finals and the hellish heat on
the second floor. For all you I Ls out there, a word of
advice: you will actually do fine on your finals. Some of
you will do great and start on the track to Order ofthe Coif
and whatnot. Others will do fine and enter the Greenleafe.
But everyone who doesn't freak out and panic will be fine.
That said, good luck to everyone.
The next order of business is next year's Amicus. As
Editor-In-Chief, I have certain duties that influence the
course the paper will take in the future. I recommend
increases or decreases in the budget to the Publications
Council and nominate next year' s Editor-In-Chief. I have
some very definite ideas about where the Amicus should
go, and about where it is likely to go. Ideally, a school
newspaper is a reflection of the school. It should be
something that the student body depends on for news of
what goes on in the law school. Th is shou ld include
faculty and student issues, as well as matters of budget
and alumni affairs.
In this vein, I would liketo encourage the faculty to use
the Amicus as a forum. I know that there are faculty
members who get published, who appear on TV Or radio
as commentators on current events, who travel to other
schools as visiting professors and who receive all sorts
of honors and accolades over the course of the year. I
would love to publish faculty announcements, but I have
to hear about them to publish them. So I encourage any
member of the faculty or staff to drop us a note in the
Am icus hanging file to announce any personal or professional matters.
On a related note, I have some decisions to make about
the path the Amicus will take in the next years. I am feeling
particularly discouraged about this matter right now. I see
very little student interest in the Amicus. It is nearly
impossible to find anyone in the student body willing to
contribute a news article about anything that goes on in
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Doug Dziak gives SBA Vice-Presidential Report
brown bag lunch series next semester. Last semester
a 2 day ticket and $40 for a one day ticket).
I have skied at Snowshoe before and I encour- stu dents were treated to lun ches w ith 'Professors
age. everyone who is able to get agroup offriends together Dickerson, Ware, Kennedy, Barnard and Zwier. Next
for the weekend. The more success we have with events semester we have already asked Professors Douglas,
such as th is, the more likely they can continue next year. Marcus, Meese and Devins to join LIS. We ant icipate
If you have any questions about Snowshoe, drop me a having a total of up to eight lunches ifscheduli ng permits.
note or stop and ask me.
In case you missed the sign-ups th is semester, the
BARRISTER' S BALL
Student-Faculty lunches are small group discussions on
Barrister's Ball is tentatively set for Friday February a topic chosep by the facu lty mem ber who wishes to
19, from 9:00 p.m. until2:00 a.m. atthe Williamsburg Lodge discuss the topic over luncll with students. We provide
(the same place that itwas held last year). The ticket prices lu nch (from the Cheese Shop) and sodas. You prov ide the
have been set at $25 during the firs t week of ticket sales, interaction with the facu lty.
$30 the week of Barrister' s Ball and $35 for the day of the
The lunches th is semester went very we ll and we
event at the door.
look forward to continu ing our success next semester! I
Last year, the Lodge did an exce llent job of provid ing wou Id Iike to thank all the facu Ity and student participants
a great evening with very good food and a very nice for maki ng these lunches so successful.
setting . We hope to continue the same thing this year. srUDENT-FACULTYHIRINGCOMMlTTEE
Last year, we had a DJ and a band and for those who
The S.B.A. student faculty hiring committee is presattended. I would welcome your comments with regard to ently interviewing candidates fo r open faculty positions
having both a DJ and a band again this year. Drop a note and we would welcome constructive input into what you,
in my hanging file if you have feelings about this one way the student body, wants out of future faculty members.
or another. The. event w ill once again be a black tie Please see any member of the committee, or drop a note
optional event, thus you should not feel obligated in any in my hanging file. The student members ofthe committee
way to spend a fortune on a wardrobe for the night. The are Cristen Sikes (3L), Darryl Franklin (3L), Kevin Rice
event is not a couples only event and last year quite a few (2L),KindraGromeiski(2L),EarIPinto(2L),LianaHenry(IL),
singles were seen at Barrister' s, so I encourage you to Adam Casagrande (I L) and Lee Harrel (I L).
come regardless of whether or not you bring someone. It BUILDING ADDITION
is truly one of the nicest events of the law school social
As you may know, Marshall-Wythe will soon be
growing! This spring, the Virginia legislature approved
calendar. Mark your calendar now!
a spending plan that will allow the law school to complete
STUDENf-FACULTYLUNCHF.S
TheS.B.A. and the William and Mary Law Reviewwill an add ition adding roughly 19,000 squarefeet of space to
continue to host the very successful Student-Faculty . the existing building. The Building Addition comm ittee
has already established priority needs (including new
class space, new space for OCCP; additional student
group space and legal skills space) and we will soon
review plans from the architect hired to complete this
project. If you have any sugg~stions see me or Ian
Iverson (3L); we welcome your suggestions. The plan is
t9 break ground perhaps as soon as possible.
MISe.
In addition tQ solely law school activi':
ties, the other grad schools, ,and the busi' 11
. on
Dziak
See
. ness school in particular have approached
me and other SBA representatives regarding the possibility of doing some type of
social activity with the law school.
•
I
I.fyou have any feelings on this possi- .
bili):y, please letus know, and we'may look
into that in the near future.
I
There are a number of other items of •
note from the past few months: We have
been fortunate enough to have Padow's
provide lunch service in the student lounge ·
.'
I
this year again, but starting next semester • . .
we will be attempting to create a sign up
system so that they can be aware of when
other organizations will be selling food .
Without this advance notice, it is very
hard for Padow' s to avoid losing money in
serving the school, cind we are trying to
create a system to keep them here, if possible.
r would personally like to thank the
members of the SBA board for their hard
work th is semester, and r am looking forward to a great spring.
Thank you especially to the I L reps and
·1
Liana Henry in particular for her hard work,
and for putting in the time to find new
microwaves for the student lounge.
Good luck to everyone on finals, and
:
Interested Applicants Please Contact
:
. have a Happy Thanksgiving.

I wanted to give everyone an update regarding S. B.A
events for the next few months. These events include the
S. B.A. ski trip at Snowshoe WV, the Barrister's Ball, the
Student-Faculty lunches and the S.B.A. golfouting (which
Jeffwill fill you in on).
SKI TRIP
The S.B.A. is helping to coordinate a ski trip to
Snowshoe WV for the last weekend in January (29-3 1ST).
First, the bad news . We had discussed hand ling lodging
arrangements, but after speaking with the Snowshoe
group sa les people, we decided we lacked the administrative resources to accomplish this, so individuals must
arrange for housing on their own. Large groups, however,
can still receive the Snowshoe group discount if they
have a group of3 0 or more who wish to arrange lodging
together. The S.B.A will arrange to purchase group
tickets at a discount. Further detail will follow when we
return from the holiday break. Ho\vever, wewi llneed fmal
numbers a few days before we leave for the weekend.
I have placed lodging information from Snowshoe mountain and a local realty company in the S.B.A.
folder that is on reserve in the. library . . Please do not
remove this information so that everyone who is interested in going skiing can arrange for lodging. We will also
try to arrange for some apres ski social event at one of the
lodge bars.
The cost of the weekend will vary depending on
how many days you ski and if you have your own
equipment. You can look atthe Snowshoe brochure in the
S.BA folder on reserve in the library for more information
on the ~ost of ski-rental and lift tickets. We will be able
to get a group discount forlifttickets (tentatively, $76 for

I
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·,TiDlD1erS Gives Thanks -for
Selllester;· Updates .· on .S BA
From the President's Desk:
As the semester winds to aclose"there
are a few items of iriterest which I would
like to share with you.
First of all, the social schedule for this
semester has finished, we are currently
looking at the schedute for the spring with
an. eye on new and qifferent activities to
sponsor.
poUg Dziak has been bu~y planning
the SSA 'sponsored ski ir'ip 'to West Vir- '
ginia in the spring. Information on this
~vent is located in the SBA reserve fi Ie in
thelawtibrary, and Doug is also available
to answer any questions you may have.
At our most recent SBA meeting, the
board approved a tentative budget for the
spring 's Barrister' s BaiL Accordingtoour
current plans, the Ball will be held again
this year at the Williamsburg ' Lodge in
Colonial Williamsburg.
For anyone who did not attend last
year, let me tell you that this location is
excellent, and we are looking forward to a
flawless event (that is'askinga lot, I know.)
For the spring semester, we are also
finalizing our plans forthe spring SBA Golf
Tournament, on March 19 at the Colonial
Golf Course. We are also attempting to
come up with some creative ideas for a fe w
social eventS not involving bars.
Any suggestions or ideas would be
very appreciated by the board, so please
contact an SBA representative with any of
your ideas.
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Overheard. • • •
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William & Mary Environmental Lawand
Policy Review
Anne Nelson (3L),
Editor-In-Chief
Tivey Clark (3L),
Managing Editor
Lynda Butler, Faculty
Advisor
Three Issues per academicyear:
The W&M
Environmental Law
and Policy Review focuses on how the law
effects and interacts with environmental
concerns, and the converse. Editor-InCh ief Anne Nelson stepped into a fu lltime job when she became skipper -- the
journal was two issues behind whE;n she
started. With a staff of only 22, plus an
editorial board of 12, Nelson says that this
semeseter's work on the journal has
1l10sstly been, "in preparation for next semester. "
With several subm iss ions for last year\
Symposium issue and some of the articles
for the Fall issue behind schedu le from the
stat1. Anne has depended on her staff to
come through with stellar performances.
Pat1icularly noting the above and beyond .
the call of duty efforts of 3Ls Steve
Robertson, Paul Breme, Charlene Daniels
and VIP Mike Hymai1, Anne says thatthis
year's staff and editorial board (at half the
size of Law Re view's staff) has done "a
boatload of work" that won't pay offuntil
next semester: Another notable effort has
been undertaken by 3L (and SBA VicePresident) Doug Dziak, who is Article Editor
ofa submission that cites "extensively" to
the code of Singapore, which is unavailable here at Marshall- W) 1he, the Library

•

n°

News Briefs
Stage parents beware: Dominique
Moceanu, gold medal gymnast in the 1996
Atlanta Olympics, has been declared an
emancipatedminorbya Texas court. Claiming that her parents squandered earnings
from her career as a gymnast, the 17-year
old may now seek an accounting from her
parents and now may control her own
financial status.
Rethink that lUXUry flight: SwissAir Flight
III, which crashed off the coast of Nova
Scotia on September 2 of this year, may
have been brought down by overheating
wires. Those wires may have been from the
substantial bundles of wire running from
the seat-back entertainment console,
which contained movie, video game and
gambling cap.abilities.
ForrestGump thoughtthatPing Pong was
a real sport, too: A scheduled Asian
Games billiards player was dropped from
~.; "".t ''-
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.0fCongress and 01110 Ulliversny, OUI was
eventually tracked down at Hunton &
Williams.
Next semester should see at least four
issues published. The first, the Symposium issue from Spring 1998, will address
Endangered Species and Property Rights.
That issue should go to the printer in midJanuary. Another issue out next semester
will be cover international environmental
law. The international issue will go to the
printer in late February or early March.
Nelson is pa11icularly excited about the
issue covering the Smithfield Foods case.
Smithfield Foods, a Virgin ia meat products
company, was found to have been polluting the Pagan River with waste from their
meat processing plants. Under the Clean
Water Act, the terms of Smithfield's water
discharge perrnits were enforced by the
Commonwealth. However, the pollution
was egreg ious enough to come to the
attention of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The EPA then overfiled a
federal enforcement action against
Smithfield. The EPA'soverfiling authority
was upheld by the lower court, extensive
punitve damages were assessed against
Smithfield Foods, the issue was appealed
to the Fourth Circuit and is now awaiting
decision.
Anne believes that this issue is exciting not just because of it's local character.
but because of the environmental implications ofthe EPA's overfiling authority and
says that. "because of it's national sign ificance, this is a really important issue" for
the journal.
This year's symposium issue, coming
out in Spring of 1999, will address the topic
of Growth Management and Land Use. 2L

the Japanese team when he tested positive
for a muscle-building drug.
Beware: Oliver Stone has a new conspiracy theory, and he' s making the movie
to prove it. Declassified, Stone's examination ofthe TWA Flight 800 disaster, isnow
seeking an outlet. Already refused by the
Disney-owned ABC 'network, Stone will
try to market his film to other networks.
TNT may be the taker for the fac-based
entertainment.
Who wears short-shorts? The International Volleyball Federation, that's who!
New uniform guidelines, propagated to
add some viewer appeal to the struggling
league and help draw in some beach volleyball fans, have made the uniform standards skimpier, tighter and shorter.
Example: the inseam on the shorts may not
exceed 5 centimeters.
Nerd Alert: A new dinosaur has been
discovered, or rediscovered. The
Suchomimus tenerensis is a creature with
a crocodile-like snout, a long, alligatoresque tail, short powerful forearms and
sharp, curved claws.

needed, in Dana Loftis'~ hangingjile.
No conteXt is necessary, especially if
context makes the Overheard less scandalous.

Sometimes, law classes can be ex- cross-examination."
tremely dry and boring. You will not find Sam: (enthusiastically) "You're right!"
this to be true in Professor Felton's trial . (Sitting down quickly) .
Advocacy class. Here are some exceJpts 6. Susan Llewellyn: " Defendant shot her
in the left, um, chest! "
from one of his Trial Ad clases this year Excuse us if they aren't exactly word-for- 7. Scott McBride: "Are you sure you
never saw these documents?"
word .
l. Kevin O'Neill (to a witness): "Isn't it Andrew Pearson: (looking down at the
true that at one time doctors used leaches fact pattern) " I-have-ne-ver-seen-thesedoc-u -ments-be- fore ."
8.
in their practice?"
Greg Logerfo: "Objection, your honor, .Professor Felton: "Mark [Matthews], you
there is only one leach in this courtroom may want to watch your analogies. I mean,
' throwing babies to the wolves' is pretty
and he is harassing the witness! "
2. Katie Mulville: " ... and I was heading intense."
9. Tina Burke: "The victim celebrated
west when the light turned color ... "
Scott McBride: "So tell me, if you will New Year' s Eve, dead on acoroner's slab.
[pause for effect], WHERE DOES THE At least the defendant can celebrate New
SUN SET?? Where is the sun at 3 p.m.? Is Year' s Eve- injail!"
it here? Is it here? Where is the sun?" . IO.Professor Felton: "Dirt is the only
3. Professor Felton: "Scott is a very, um, dress she'll ever wear."
Overheard in Professor Ware's Secured
interesting-type person."
4. Greg Logerfo, inope'ningremarks: "It Transactions class:
doesn't matter what the development is, Stephen Robertson: "There are plenty of
whether it be a strip mall, a strip joint, or reasons why you would want to keep Mr.
[Tom] Christiano out ofyour living room."
whatever."
If
you have an Overheard you would like
5. Sam Vance: "Objection your honor,
to
have see the light ofday, please drop it,
leading the witness."
Professor Felton: "Counsel, [pause], it's with names and places specified as
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Symposium Editors Jason Rylander and posium Editors, Student Notes Editor
Erika Kroetch will supervise what Nelson (Scott McBride, 3 L), Research Editor (Shdescribes as "a very interdisciplinary annon . Fagan, 3L) and Articles Editors
topic." She highlights this assertion with (consisting of3 Ls Charlene Daniel, Doug
the lecturers chosen for the sumposium. Dziak, Mike Hyman and Katie Mulville and
All preeminent scho lars in their fields, the 2Ls Erik Lehtinen and Stacey Wilson) make
speakers are both academics and practi- the decision as to who makes the cut.
tioners in the field of sustainable develop- Nelson says that, "anybody is encourment and en vironmentallaw.
aged to apply, even if you don't have any
Noted speakers include Dwight particular experience in environmental law
Merriam , from Robinson & Cole's Land or don't plan to be involved in it as a career,
Use Group; Leonard Shabman, a Profes- " though she does feel that this is not the
sor of Resources and Environmental Eco- case for most of the staff.
nomics at Virginia Tech; Daniel Mandelker
2L board positions are available for
frrom Washington University School of students who join as 1Ls, and at least one
Law; Douglas Porter, President of the of next year's symposium editors will be a
Growth Management Institute in Chevy IL.
Chase, Maryland; Eric Freyfogle, ProfesRegarding her personal experience as
sorat Illinois Co ll ege of Law; and Edward Editor-In-Chief, Anne says that her staff
Thompson , Jr. , Senior Vice President for laughs at her for saying things like this but
Public Policy at the American Farmland that, "the most rewarding part is watching
Trust,
people work together and learn together
Topics for the symposium, held on and gr6w, That sounds hokey, but the
April9, 1999, will include issues ofland use point is that we are all challenged and
and development. growth management somehow rise to meet this challenge by
and the relationship behveen the protec- working together in ways we couldn't as
tion ofthe environment at1d personal prop- individuals. "
erty rights . The symposium is free to
She describes her experience as "overstudents who wish to attend.
whelming but also very rewarding," and
Stafffor Environmental Law and Policy states that she is very proud ofthe student
Review are recruited every semester, \vith note writing program this year.
I Ls only eligible during their second se"1 am excited about this years crop of
mester. The process is competitive, in- student notes. There are some really intercluding a blue-booking and cite-checking esting topics and a lot of effort going into
exam plus a writing sample. Grades are not them . I expect some really high-quality
considered. Nelson says that , "We look notes that will definitely raise the bar for
first and foremost for good cite-cheking next year's notes."
and blue-booking, then to expressed interPublications Spotlight is a regular
est and commitment to the journal."
feature ofthe Amicus. Ijyou are involveq
The editorial board, consisting of the in a publication which you would like to
Editor-In-Chief. Managing Editor, Sym- see featured, please contact Dana Loftis
(3L) or drop a note in the Amicus file.
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Another Perspectiv~ ' on Tourist Season
by Sara W. Hirsch

Since we are fast approach ing Thanksgiving, I thought we should step back and
think about what we can be thankful for in
Williamsburg. Let's start with the tourists.
Yes, there are a lot of them. They cannot
drive. Theywill never understand "confusion comer." They do not drive over 10
miles an hour near anything that they
consider worth viewing (such as Cracker
Barrel, or "ooh, oh look, Golden Corral").
And they certainly do not understand the
concept of actually using the crosswalk to
, mosey on across the street.
Why does any of this matter? Because
we are in such a hurry to get to the law
school that we must drive with, around,
and through these tourists. Those 10
seconds it takes them to cross in the wrong
part of the street, orthe occasional light we
miss because they have slowed down (to
note the exciting fact that the Sentry Mart
has an ATM machine so they can get
enough cash to buy those tri-corner hats
they will never in their.-life wear again)
really adds to our "commute" to school.
" Commute" to school?
Let's be realistic.
At least 50 percent of us will end up in
the D.C. area; or somewhere equally as
crowded, such as New York or Atlanta.
Why don't we compare the "commute" we
now have to school and the commute we
will have when we begin working?
No matter how irritating the tourists
may be, their ·presence is quite minor to
what we may face in a "real commute". In
Williamsburg, the tourists may cause a 2-

mile drive to take 15 minutes, but most of
us know what a real commute can entail.
And how many people actually encounter these tourists when they go out to
eat? Instead of making fun of their preference for "Cheap Boo-fay" and AII-Y ouCan-Eatestablishrnents, we should instead
be thankful for this preference. Even my
unsophisticated palette cannot tolerate
those places. And while we're on the
subject, I must apologize for something. I
happen to like Applebee's and Ruby
Tuesday's, and every other ordinary chain
restaurant in town .
I admitthis is not "original or challenging, " nor shows much sophistication on
my part. However, I do not consider my
dining preferences "pathetic". I consider
them safe.
And at least I always enjoy myself
when I go out to these terribly ordinary
places. And do the tourists in this town
have something to do with the bad service
that is occasionally encountered at eating
establishments around town? I think not.
There is usually good service at restaurants around town; even the devastatingly
" ordinary" places which the tourists frequent. I have worked at a restaurant (along
with half the rest of the population). Most
restaurant workers are not lazy; they are
perceptive. Ifthey spot know-it-all, impatient people, they will treat them accordingly. This goes for tourists and local
people both. And how do the tourists
impact the crowds we encounter when we
go out to eat?
Well, we've already established that

they do not eat at the same places most
" local" people do, and that they are not the
cause of bad service. They also do not add
much to the crowds, ifyou are intelligent ·
enough to think about when to go out to
eat.
We are dealing with senile old tourists
who are very set in their ways, orw.ith large
families whose impatient children dictate
when the family will eat. These people all
usually go out to eat at precisely 6:00 PM
or earl ier every night. That is a I itt Ie sooner
than most students eat. Even if it is not,
those of us that find the crowds of tourists
waiting to eat so irritating, t;ould plan
accordingly. 'v\'hen eating later, the crowds
at local restaurants often consist of other
students and local people.
Let's consider next what affect the
tourists have on the type of service tha.t is
provided at restaurants. Tourists are taking a vacation, which means they are not
as concerned about spending money as
they might otherwise be. Most restaurant
workers in Williamsburg are friendly, nice
and hospitable (Southern or otherwise) to
these people. We should be thankful for
all the tourists who have caused restaurant help to be a little extra-friendly (no
matter what their motivation).
Most restaurant patrons want the service to be this way. They do not want to
"just eat" when they go out. Patience is a
virtue, especially in a tourist town. Maybe
our years of school in Williamsburg provide us with a good opportunity to practice this.
Now, why are the tourists here in such

droves when the weather has taken a sudden tum for the unreasonably cold? Well
to tour and culture themselves-by learning
about history of course.
But there is another reason. Has anyone been outside the library during daylight hours recently? The leaves are
changing; they are in their prime. The
scenery is beautiful, especially in the colonial area. So forthe same reason we enjoy
going out for an occasional walk or breath
offresh air, there are a lot of tourists.
One last reason to be thankful for the
tourists. We are approaching the end of
the semester. So in case anyone was in
danger of taking himself or herself too
seriously, becoming too attached tonis or
her Iibrary.carrel, ortoo plugged into his or
her laptop computer, one needs only venture 2 blocks outside the law school or
drive 30 seconds. And you can put everything in perspective. Because no matter
how hard you work in law school or how
many precious minutes of your time are
spent having to slow down for these tourists, you too will become old someday.
You will ret ire. Andyou willcome back
to Williamsburg. And you will see all these
undergraduates and law students and think
how lucky they are. Lucky that they still
have good taste in eati ng establishments.
Lucky that they still know how to drive.
Let's be realistic. You will really be
thinking how lucky the stude nts are because they still have so much of life still in
front of them. And we do. We are lucky.
Be grateful. Give thanks. And try not to
run over the tourists. '

Barton Ad'd s His Two Cents to PSF Debate
Dear Editor:
I found it ironic that in the last issue
of the Amicus a few pages before Don
Martin's article suggesting that PSF has
a liberal bias; an article by Mary Ann
Risavich detailed her summer PSFfunded experience at the American
Center for Law & Justice . For anyone
who is unfamiliar with the ACLJ, it was
.founded " to undo the damage done by
almost a century of liberal thinking and
activism ." The American Center for Law '
& Justice, About the ACLf (1997) <
http : 'i \\'\\'\\ .ad j.o r£! . .A BO UT A. htllll ·~ .
The ACLJ can safely be called a
conservative organization; clearly then,
in response to Don Martin ' s question,
PSF is not funding solely liberal causes.
I find it troubling that two future
lawyers have embarked upon a campaign of assailing PSF for " discrim inating" against students who seek funding
for positions with "conservative"
organizations, when they have " no
prooffor [their] hunch." The basis for
their conjecture appears to be that (1)
PSF does not fund students who work
for judges and (2) PSF gives priority
funding to people who help raise money
forPSF.
The exclusion of funding for

:students who work as judges, cannot be received funding last year. In order to
characterized as evidence of a liberal
fully assess funding, this disclosure
bias at PSF. As I am not a member of
must include the name of the qrganizaPSF, I don't know the reason behind
tion for all persons who aRpliedfor
this policy judgement. I suspect that it '- funding, whether funding was actually
originates from the idea that working for
received and any other relevant fund ing
ajudge is a highly prestigious position,
considerations (e.g. whether the
regardless of whether it is paid or
applicant had vo lunteered time or
unpaid, which will enable the volunteer
money for PSF). Only by evaluating the
to obtain subtle remuneration in later
percentage of equally qualified persons
employment opportunities. Iri any
who 'applied for funding at "conservaevent, the exclusion offunding for
tive" versus "liberal" organizations will
judicial interns cannot be characterized
one be able to determine whether PSF
may have a bias. After all, Mr. Martin's
as an evidence of liberal bias as the
exclusion applies to alljudicial intern and Mr. Grogan's.hunch that fund ing
for "conservative" jobs is "substantially
ships and does not depend on whether
thejudge has conservative or liberal
outnumbered" by "liberal" jobs may
merely be aconsequence of more
bent.
Priority funding to people who have
" liberals" who are willing to spend their
summel" working for the public interest
helped raised money for PSF seems
reasonable. Those who volunteer their
than as a well-paid summer associate at
time and donate money to PSF ought to
a corporate defense law firm.
be given preference when a decision
This disclosure, however, probably
must be made between two equally
will not end the debate. Whether an
qualified individuals seeking funding for organization is liberal or conservative is
two worthwhile unpaid summer posilargely a matter of subjective interpreta-.
tions . It seems fair that PSF should
tion. Don Martin hesitates to characterize funding for a stu·dent working for
exercise the tradition of Captain John
Smith (of Pocohantas fame) that those
prosecutor as supporting a "conservawho contribute to the effort should be
tive" job because many libertarians take
given first priority in funding .
issue with groups such as the ATF and
I have no objection to Don Martin ' s
the FBI. Con versely, I know a number
suggestion that PSF disclose who
of polit ically conservative persons "who

a

donate money to the Sierra Club and
similar organizations because they
believe the environment is an important
issue. Would Amnesty International,
whose mission largely includes attempts
to release political prisoners whatever
the ir po lit ical views, be considered a
liberal or conservative group? Some
conservatives have attempted to paint it
as liberal because the group opposes .
the death penalty. Yet, the Catho lic
Church and other "conservative" prolife supporters also believe that taking a
life::- through abortion or execution -" is
morally wrong. Similarly, would funding
for Habitat for Humanity. which
attempts to construct homes fo r those
who cannot afford one, be considered
supporting a liberal or conservative
organ ization? More dramatically, on
more than occasion, the ACLU and the
ACLJ have appeared on the same side
of a lawsuit. Should these groups then
b~ considered neither liberal nor
conservative?
Let us remember that the purpose of
PSF is to fund students who work " probono" for the summer. So long as PSF is
funding students who work pro-bono, we
should care less about which summer
activities received funding than support-
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(Local) Adventures with Jeff and

7

Rebecca·

By Jeff Yeates
Why UVA Law Students Wish They Were in
Williamsburg

j ust an indentation in the land.
first" of several attractive brick bridges. great photographs of the fall foilage re. flected against the water. Accompanying
Km. 5 Farm, assorted cattle and more The first one is Rt. 199.
trees .
Km.12 Pull-outto the Great Oaks. This signs informed us that this pond was probKm. 6 Stop here. This might be the best is worth a look. There are several ancient ably mentioned on Civil War era maps.
The Colonial Parkway
pu ll-off of the entire drive. A sign marks and huge oaks dating back to the 1750' s.
Km. 20 Looking back at our dri ve, we
this spot as the site Elder Lightfoot John Marshall and George Wythe may feel that this point marks the end ofa lotof
Solomon Michaux purchased for a future have passed by these trees.
the Parkv·laY highlights, historically and
From Jamestown to Yorkrown with nuAfrican-American ~emorial. The ~emo
Km. 13 Last chance to get off at the tree-wise. But it is definitely still worth
merous entrances and exits. Open 2.:l
rial never got built, but the beach, shade Law School (Newport Dr.).
continuing on to YorktO\vn .
hours a day, every day .
trees, and river views are great. Rebecca,
Km. 21 Drive over the King 's Creek
Km. 14 Turn on your headlights and
Crowd Factor:
recently transplanted from teaching school go through the Colonial Williamsburg bridge.
We were shocked at how few people
out West. declared this '·as good as any- underpass. Right after the tunnel exit is the
Km . 22 Pass over Fergate' s Creek.
were checking out the leaves on a perfect
thing in Utah."
attractive, brick-coated Lafayette Street
Km . 23 More trees.
70 degree, not-a-cloud- in-the-sky, peakSLX UV A law students, from India, Bridge (yet another nod to the French, we
Km.24YorkRiver l We have crossed
of-the-season Saturday afternoon.
China, Germany and three other countries noticed .)
the entire Peninsula.
Expense: 9.5
I can ' t remember now, concurred with
Km . 25 Water views and a few fisherDepending on your gas mileage,just a
men.
dollar and change for the entire len gth of
Km . 26 More water. Shorter trees.
the parkway.
Km . 27 We see our first deer.
Romance:
Km. 28 Turn-offforthe Naval WeapThere are lots of nice spots to pull off
ons Station. Several odd-looking covered
the road and ... talk. Our favo rites were the
barges with U.S. Navy imprinted on them
pull-outs at Km. 6 and 19. See below.
were floating along some docks in the
Overall Rating: 7.5
river.
Fantastic fall co lors , it' s free , and you
Km. 29 Start veering away from the
can take as long or as short a time as you
water and back into the trees. We saw
want.
three more deer which cars in front of us
slowed down to observe, and then kept
Yes, Jeff and Rebecca are married now.
slowing down .
You cou ld be getting a report on our honKm. 30 Rt. 17 exit, but don't get offthe
eymoon in Boston. but we ·didn· t think
Parkway yet. Continue until you reach . .
Amiclls readers really wanted to hear about
thaUnstead, forth is ed ition , we drove the
Km. 31 Yorktown ! Someday, we
very local and very accessible Co lonial
thought , we will actually stop and see
Parkway and thu s suffic iently partook of
Yorktown, but not today. Since we were so
Autumn 1998. OUf objective was to drive
\\\It

"?a-rv.:Way enG to em), )amestown to

Yorktown, and give you a kilometer by
kilometer, play by play report on the action .
To getto the Jamestown terminus, take
Jamestown Rd. past William & ~ary ,
through the 199 intersection and continue
un til you reach historic Jamestown. Follow the signs to the Colonial Parkway and
you will find yourself on tan-colored,
slightly knobby pavement. This is the
Parkway. Turn left and you are on your
way to Yorktown. As a final note, don't
rely on my kilometer distance descriptions
too closely. The kilometers were marked
very sporadically on the actual Parkway,
so they are my estimates only. Good luck.
Km. 1 (One would think that this bastion of American Revolutionary history,
of all places, would use miles, but they
don ' t. I blame the French. There had to be
a catch in exchange for their assistance at
Yorktown.)
The first thing Rebecca and I discovered was that we were going backwards on
the Parkway . The first Km marker we saw
was number twenty-eight, not one. Oh
well.
Report ofKm. 1: Very nice, colorful trees
and the Powhatan Bridge.
Km. 2 ~ore colorful trees and James
River views.
Km. 3- Neck of Land pull-off. Trees.
Km. 4 View ofJamestown Island across
the water, very nice sunlight glinting off
the river and a sign saying " Glebe Gut."
We .couldn 'ttell whether Glebe Gut was a
grove of trees, abandoned property, or

r. lose to N ewport News, we headed to

Patrick Henry Mall and had an early dinner
at Don Pablo' s.
Conclusion: The Colonial Parkway is
so close and so accessible. Make a point
to drive, bike, or jog at least part of it (if you
haven't already). We particularly recommend the stretch between the law school
(Newport Rd . Entrance) and Jamestown.
This is also a great drive for entertaining
parents and out-of-towners: no matter
which way you go you'll end up someplace worth visiting -- Jamestown and
Yorktown are both good,
tourist-y destinations.

Editorial note: The Amicus doe:> not endorse hanging your head out the sunroof
to look at trees and takes no responsibility for any decapitations or other injuries
resultingjrom y our foolishness. -dll
Rebecc a. They were down from
Km. 15 We thought the best leaves of
Barton from 5
Charlottesville for the day and even asked the drive came here and within the next one
us to take their picture.
or two kilometers. Beautifu I, overhanging
Km. 7 Trees and water on both sides of trees lined both sides of the road . I made ing PSF in funding students who donate
the Parkway.
Rebecca drive so I could look at them their time and talent to public interest
groups. Ideally, all qualified applicants
Km . 8 More trees and more water.
through the sunroof.
would receive PSF funding. In reality, the
Km. 9 Guy flying his kite on the beach.
Km . 16 More beautiful trees.
Bridge over College Creek
Km . 17 And more trees, with the after- best we can hope for is that the PSF board
Km . IOBridgeoverHalfwayCreek. If noon sun squinting through the moving use their best judgement to hand out a
lim ited amount of money fairly. I believe
you turn around as you go over the bridge gaps of leaves and color.
the
PSF board attempts to do so:
and into the trees you will get a great view
K m. 18 Six Harley-Davidson guys
of the James River.
zoomed by.
K m.ll Nowyou are going away from
K m. 19 Another great pull-off by a R. Joseph Barton
the James and surrounded on both sides pond. We fed several of t he ducks just Class of2000
by tall trees . You will also pass under the waiting for suckers like us. We got some
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Smith's
Election
What theH'e ck Was
of the shadows using some heavy-duty
by Eric Smith
Beingthatthis is my first column, I feel campaign placard to put a hurtin ' on the
as if some sort of introduction should be new governor-elect?
I mean, do the people of Minnesota
made. I am Eric Smith, a 1L(l can hear it now
- "How did he find the time . ..." Well, it know what they have done? Once the
novelty ofsaying, "My governor can whup
was either this or drink beer).
This column will focus primarily on your governor's ass" wears off, what are
current affairs. That said, the most note- the people of Minnesota going to be left
worthy recent event (at least to we quasi- with?
And another thing, I love all the politilawyer types) was the reyent mid-term
election. Two words folks: The Body. As cal commentators saying thatthis is someI sat watching the election returns, I kept how good for American politics.
waiting for the announcers to interject, . I am inferring that what they really
"Uh, got ya."
mean is that ihis proves that a third party
I was thinking that maybe this whole candidate can actually win a general elecJesse Ventura campaign was some elabo- tion. Would they be saying this if- I have
rate plan setting up this month 's Turkey to admit, I almost wrote "Would they be
Day Mayhem wrestling pay-per-view saying this if a professional wrestler had '
won ?"
event.
- And then the reality hit me.
How many ofyou were anxiously waitAnother outlandish statement issued
ing for the victory interview with Gorilla
in a declarative manner that I have heard
Monsoon?
Now, honestly, were you expecting this past week was, "Abraham Lincoln
Hubert Humphrey III to come bursting out was a third party candidate."

Hulk
Sari

Results
Minnesota
I have been thinking about that one.

Where is.the parallel? Is Jesse "The Mind"
Venturagoingto somehow prevent Duluth
from seceding into Canada because they
have better flushing toilets?
Are these people trying to say there is
some inherent virtue'in being a third party
candidate?
For now, I will leave the philosophical
posturing concerning the future of American politics to the commentators.
I am personally trying to picture a
Minnesotan casting his ballot for " The
Body" (as he was then known). I sense it
was similar to those situations where you
don't do something that needs to be done
because you just know that someone else
w ill, and later you find out that it never got
done.
This situation is the exact opposite.
Most Minnesotans probably cast their
vote while snickering a their.o wn prideful
disdain of the American political system .
Never did they expect that everyone

Hogan
for
Says:
CO'nnt

by Sari Benmeir
Yessirree Bob, one of the happiest days
of my life was November 3; 1998, when I
discovered thata former professional wrestler, ~esse "The Body" Ventura was elected
governor of Minnesota. (The only thing
that has prevented my immediate removal
to that state is the fact that I own no
clothing suitable for that Arctic climate
and am, unfortunately, not in the financial
position at the present time to purchase
fur-lined undergarments.)
My appreciation for wrestling has
stemmed from years of close observation
of the spectacle. Where else can you witness 300 and 400 pound guys engaged in
such acrobatics, ana here ' s the impressive part, without injuring so much liS one
eyeillsh oftil emselves or their opponents?
I was first drawn to the sport when
watching a match with Chris Jericho, a
" cruiserweight." Jericho was doing flips
off the top rope and landing on his
opponent's face , feet first, and neither one
9fthem was hurt. Then I saw " light heavyweight" Taka Michunoku, who must be an
Olympic-contending gymnast, doing
double flips off the top rope out ofthe ring,
and landing past the padding, right on the
cement (needless to say, unharmed).
On the other side of the coin is Mankind, who weighs around 300 pounds. In
WWF Breakdown in Your' House, in the
featured "cage match," (wherein they put
a 15 foot high cage around the ring so 's
. they can 't throw each other out), Mankind
climbed to the top ofthe cage and jumped
spread-eagle down into the ring, doing a
belly-flop onto the mat, and he was not

hurt at lIll.
So I guess one of the things I like so
much about wrestling is the fact that here
you have a bunch of guys who are pretending to do something fairly stupid and
unimpressive, that is, beat each other up,
but are actually performing feats that are
far more impressive, that is, amazing gym c
nastic feats and fairly credible acting as
welL
So when you view professional wrestling in this light, is it really that surprising
that a wI:estler was elected to a public
office? I mean, after all, they both involve
the same skills, that is, acting, acrobatics
(though it's true that politics requires verbal acrobatics (take our present president
"for example» rather than physical. Another striking similarity between politics
and wrestling is that both wrestlers and
politicians spend their entire TV air time
trashing their opponents is loud, rough
voices.
And the whole theory of politics and
wrestling is basically the same: a bunch of
guys pretending to do something fairly
dull and uninteresting, (that is, provide
leadership services and/or make laws),
when what they are actually doing is something else (that is, making money, manipulating people and getting the babes). The
basic difference is thatwhatthe politicians
are really doing is totally unimpressive,
while whatthe wrestlers are really doing is
very impressive, indeed. That's why I'll
stick to wrestling .
Anotherthing the election ofThe Body
exhibits is the state of mind of the voters
in Minnesota: "Hey Ethel, ' member when

Analysis:
Thinking?
else would do the same thing - at least, I
hope that this was the case. Most notably
included in this group is none other than
Jesse " The Mind" Ventura. Even he has
admitted that he didn ' t feel as ifhe had a
chance.
At the very least, this leaves American
politics open to an entirely new forum. The
possibilities are endless.
For example, I betthat ifCharles Barkley
had known that the NBA lockout was
going to last this long, he would have run
for governor of Alabama.
And hell, he probably would have
won.
And why should we stop there? Illinois can elect Michael Jordan their governor, since he won ' t be playing either.
Missouri can elect Mark McGwire,
and then we can have some sort of interstate athletic competition like you see on
ABC on Saturday afternoons during the
summer. I don ' t know about y' all, but! am
putting my money on Minnesota.

President?
Me
In! !

we saw Da Body toss lake da Snake out uh point, when I noticed that all the wrestler's
da ring and da snake landed in Cousin names were trademarked. I pointed outto
Enid ' s lap?? That was a good one. [guf- him that it was "highly unlikely" (i.e., about
faw, har, har] She weren't never da same the same as the chance that a "p" electron
afterdat. I'm vot~ngforhim ."
is in the nucleus) that these were their real
" Yeh, Chester, datgother da hell out of names, but he would hear none of it).
da house for months wh ile she was locked
I guess the point I'm slowly and painup in dat dere loony bin. I've allus felt fully trying to make is that Hogan would
beholden to him ferdatone . I'll vote ferhim .make a good president. He's big, he's
too, if yo us can show me how to work d~ loud, he possesses the necessary skills
machine."
and he absolutely, positively has to have
One would imagine that the 47% of better taste in women than Slick Willy,
people who never vote were out there because he sure as hell cou Idn 't have any
supporting their favorite sport. That, com- worse.
bined with the twisted sense of humor of
about 25% of the regular voters assured .-::===
The Body' s victory. This leads one to
believe that aside from the snow and ice,
Minnesota must be a relatively humorous
place to live.
Which leaves only one topic left: "Hollywood" Hulk Hogan. How old isthis guy?
He must be pushing sixty. And yet he ' s
still built like a brick and gets in the ring
with guys half his age . Including Dennis
e at the Am icus are sorry
Rodman and Karl Ma ~ne (both ofwhom to disappoint all of Robert's
are professional basketball players for fa~s but our intrepid foreign
those of you who are fanatically chal- correspondent was unable to
lenged) in the Bash at the Beach pay per submit an article for this issue.
view (and I have it on good authority that
In fact we lost all contact with
certain members ofthis law school student
Robert
for about a month, at
body actually paid per view) .
which
time
he was officially
More questions about Hogan: When
listed
as
"Missing:
Presumed
and why did he change his name? When
did he change from Good to Bad? When Intoxicated ." However, he
did he change from WWF to WCW? Is his recently resurfaced and is now
real name " Hulk" or "Hollywood?" (Actu- chairing a Keny an government
ally, I got into an argument with my son, committee, on what we have no
who is irritatingly "never wrong," on this idea.

A

Lettington
Update:
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The Legal Realist

Joe Goes to the Mall, Picks Winners, Losers
Joe Grogan
There's winners and there's losers, and
the Legal Realist gives you his picks as to
who's south of the line:
Winner: Anyone who b ~lieves in dignified food shopping, who believes that
looking for dinner shouldn't be demeaning and dispiriting, for UKROP' S has come
to town.
Loser: Food Lion. Now that there' s some
decent competition, hanging out with the
hunter- gatherers, foraging for bruised
fruit, wilted vegetables, and a teller who
isn't legally retarded and illegally employed
is no longer the only option.
Winner: Newt Gingrich. Hello seven figure income. Later to all the crap.
Winner: AI Gore. If a reinvigorated Congress passes a tax cut, he'll have enough
money to give more than $476 to charity
next year.
Winner: Don Martin's Legal Motionjuggemaut.
Loser: Eddie Hatrick' s intramural squad.
Fortworeasons. \) You stink 2) You don' t
know when to quit.
Winner: Bill Clinton: Booty Call!

Winner: Any emotionally disturbed, mentally challenged, unpaid interns, looking
to parley deviant and degrading sex acts
into an interview at the U.N. or Revlon . See
above.
Winner: Bill Clinton. Not only do the
voters think he 's ENTITLED, butJefferson
was a dirty mug too.
Loser:UVA.
Winner: The rest of us who hope we'll
hear just a little less Jefferson worship
from the UV A punks.
Loser: UV A. Just wanted to write that
again.
Winner: The makers of'Dawson' s Creek."
Not quite as brilliant, nuanced, and compelling as " BayWatch," but ooh , it comes
so close.
Loser: The Burger King on Ally McBeal ' s
block.
Winner: The 1L who already said " Screw
this," and quit.
Loser: The rest of us who are still here .
Loser: The poor, bedraggled, commuting
law student who had to huffit from Siberia
because Prof. AIces parked in the Day
Student Parking lot on a Tuesday a few
weeks ago. Query: Does that " FaCUlty"
sticker trump all other stickers? Is it all
powerful? What is going on around here?

Editorial from 2
for a prescription, so he stepped outside of THE RULES
and did what was reasonable, logical and helpful. That
has never, 10 my experience, been done by any other
member ofthe Death Center staff or management. Even
the parking is unreasonable.
That is why I urge you to dot\.vo things. Call the Death
Center to complain whenever you are treated with incompetent or rudely dismissive care. Call the President's
Office. Call your senator and your congressman. Call
everyone you can thi nk of to complain about how very
bad the level of care we receive at the hands of the Death
Center is. And second, avoid that place. I honestly
believe that it is dangerous to trust your health to those
people. Until and unless something changes there, I am
not allowing those people to have any control over the
state of my health . There is no bargain so cheap that it
is worth endangering yourself. Find another option , be
it the local health department, the urgent care facilities or
a private physician. Just stay away from thatplace. They
don't call it the Death Center because it provides topnotch care.
I know that there is a long tradition of bitching,
wh ining and moaning in the editorial pageofthe Amicus,
and I have tried hard to avoid that this year. I hope that
nobody interprets this issue ' s editorial as that. I encountered a situation that I honestly believe warrants a
warn ing to you all , and I hope you take it so. I know that
most of us have limited health insurance, or no health
insurance at all, wh ich makes it seem like the Death Center
is our only option. But seriously, what goes on there is
worse than the financial pain of putting health care on a
credit card. Trusting the King Student Health Center to
provide your health care is the worst option in a bad
situation.

Will the abuse never end?
Winner: Prof. AIces. Because the abuse
never will end.
Winner: The World Wrestling Federation. Jesse "the Body" comes up huge.
Loser: Those two idiots who got their
butts kicked by Jesse "the Mind".
Loser: Mr. Wrong . You still gotta be
kiddin'me.
Winner: JeffGordon .
Loser: Anybody who would have liked to
see a man win the Winston Cup.
Loser: The Redskins.
Bigger Loser: All you morons who keep
tunin' in. Anddon ' ttellmeanything ' bout
no draft picks. It won't help.
Loser: Kerry Collins. Just because.
Winner: Mac Stuckey. I'm out.
Loser: His beautiful bride to be. She's
gotta live with him .
Winner: Hurricane Mitch.
Loser: Adam Hills. One Trivial Pursuit
victory and he thinks he 's a player.
Loser: BacktoAIGore. Howweak, unhip,
and illiterate is he gonna look next to Jesse
Jackson during the Democratic debates?
Loser: Me. Aside from all the obvious
reasons, I got dragooned into a trip to the
mall the other day.
Man do I hate the mall. If you're
looking for losers, the mall is the place to

Notable in the

News
Paula Jones suit settled for $850,000
Deceased Royal Crown bottling magnate wi ll s millions to W&M
Hampton University basketball coaches arrested,
cleared, rece ive apology from Lubqock, Texas, mayor.
Starr testifies before the House on Wh itewater,
Lewinsky
Journal ofthe American Med ical Association releases
issue devoted entirely to alternative medicine.
Sega is slated to release a new 128"bit gami ng machine
with a detachable modem for internet play in Fall of1999.
First section of internati onal space station launched.
The Waterboy, a new Adam Sandler film, released to
record-breaking box-office take.
The Prince of Wales, Prince Charles, turns 50.

.New on CD
Garth Brooks, Double Live
Whitney Hou ston, My Love is Your Love
Ice Cube, War & Peace Vol. 1 (Lench MobfPriority)
Jewel, Spirit (Atlantic)
Method Man , Tical 2000. Judgement Day(Def Jam)
Oasis, The Masterplan (Epic)
Mariah Carey, #1 's

find them . Malls are filled with people you
spend your whole life trying to avoid.
Punks, shoplifters, the angry loners, people
with night jobs, alcoholics, the homeless,
the dispossessed, the unhappily married,
chain smokers, child molesters, the freaks ,
and gum- mawing fourteen year-old girls
in acid washed jeans (wait -- that's actually
why I was there). And you're always sure
to wheel around the corner and bump into
a dwarf or a bearded lady or some God~
forsaken in-bred from southwestern Virginia wearing jean shorts and an "Austin
3: 16" T-shirt. And the old people. Old
people everywhere yelling and confused.
Uhhhhg. Mall walkers. Whatthe hell is up
with that? " I've got a horrible idea, Let's
exercise in the mall! " And then you've got
yerwhite supremacists. Nothing like bumping into a pack of skinheads on their way
to pick up a few pairs of Stride-Rites. " Ya '
got these here thangs in Black?" Guys in
Camo. Lovely. Guys in Camo wandering
around looking forthe cutlery store. Anyone who's confused about the whole concept of gated communities should go to
the mall. Mall people are the reason for
gated communities. Go the mall and curse
Darwin because this whole survival of the
fittest stuff is a bunch of nonsense.

Alanis Morissette, Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie
(Maverick)
The Offspring, Americana (Columbia)
RZA, RZA as Bobby Digital in Stereo (Gee StreetlV2)
Timbaland, Tim's Bio: From the Motion Picture: Life
From Da Bassment (Blackground/ Atlantic)
Seal, Human Being (Warner Bros.)
New Radicals, Maybe You 've Been Brainwashed Too
(MCA)
Metallica, Garage Inc. (Elektra)
John Lee Hooker, The Best ofFriends (PointblankNirgin)
Dru Hill , Enter the Drll (I sland Black Music)
Vic Chestnutt, The Saleslilan and Bernadette (Capricorn)

Fun Facts
Did you know:
- the 1998 World Series had the lowest TV ratings in
history?
- NASCAR' s TV ratings are second only to the NFL?
- Vanilla Ice has a new album out?
- Heavy use of the drug Ecstasy can cause long-lasting
brain danlage?
- According to statistics, Virginia is one of the most
prayerful states in the country?- The Un ited States has
estimated that Y2K debugging costs will exceed $655
billion dollars.
- The number one rated show on cable television is
Rligrats?
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The Public Service Fund would
like to th~nk;
PDP

. PAD

Williamsburg Brewing Company.
Rose's Department Store
The Residents of 3·27 S. Henry
For their support of the 1998
Halloween Party. ,

Thanks to everyone who made it
a great success .

.,

....
-IK.,

...•

·-icatiom
Ava&D~ now at
1·998'·;·Sum·rner Stipend

Recipient~ ·

,

Dary" Butler '99
D.C. Corporation Counsel

JealYle Kiapps '99
Alexandria, Va. Public Defender's Office

Jason Rylander '00
Department of JuIIce, Energy 4 Naturai Aaoun:es

SUng Choi '99
Alexandria, Va. Public Defender's Office

Dave Kolman '00
Rhode Island Public Defender

Sandra Smith '00
Hampton Commonwealth's Attomey's

Dexter Conley '99
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commiasion

lain McPhie '00
LegaJ Aid Bureau,

Teresa Turner '00
Office of Maryland Attorney GenenlI

Becky Copeland '99
Avalon Women', Center

Bill Nolan '00
Maryland Public Defender's Office ·

Amy Webbink '99
Children's Defense Food

Daniel Gasink '00
New Kent County Comrnonwealth's Attorney

Deborah Olin '99
Avalon Women's Center

Lawrence (Jud) Welle '00
U.S. Attorney's Office, Newarlc, NJ

Crystal Harris '00
Commonwealth of Va. Dept of Social Services
Ann Haselbauer '99
U.S. Attomey's Office, Easten District of Virginia

Inc.

Mary Ann Risavich '00
. American Center for Law and Justice

Derrick Wood '00
Legal Aid Society, Btonx Juvenile

omce

R9Its

DiYsion

For more information, contact a PSF director
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Having Trouble Sleeping? Turn on the Golf Channel
by Jeff Polich
Growing up, I could never figure out
how my dad could watch so much golf on
TV. On a rainy Saturday afternoon I'd be
bored to tears having to endure the Expensive Car Open from Something Beach,
California. But not Dad. He can watch it
for hours. I never could figure it out until
one day I learned the secret. It was Saturday, there was nothing on, and I had
endured a tough Friday night. I flipped to
the nearest available televised golf tournament and promptly fell asleep. I woke up
to the startling realization that I had never
actually seen Dad watch golf awake.
That's the secret. You don't watch golf on
TV, you sleep to golfon TV.
The more I thought about it, the more
it made sense. Golf announcers never
raise their voice above a loud whisper,
even when they' re safe inside the clubhouse. The microphones pick up the
sounds ofbirds chirping in the background.
When the crowd does its collective golf
clap, it sound more like waves crashing
against the seashore. Commercials play
classical music. Golf is TV's version of a
wannglass of milk and a lullaby.
So here is yet another example of why
sports on TV is the best. It cures insomnia.
IrysleepingtoPartyojFive. Youcan'tdo
it because you'll miss something. Although this can happen in sports, you can
always catch replays of the good stuff and
the score on Sportscenter. So without
further delay I presentto you my list ofthe
best sports to fall asleep to on TV,
1. Hands down, golf. See supra.

2. Baseball. Again, announcers who don 't
shout. At least now that Harry Caray has
gone to that great press box in the sky.
Long periods of complete silence and inaction, while the batterspits and the pitcher
adjusts his cup. Fans, that is when there
are fans in attendance, whose noise is the

midfield in a rather methodic and rhythm ic fash ion that can be almost hypnotizing. The drawback is when some foreigner
gets in the game and actually attem pts to
score. But this only happens once a
game if at all. Warning: Do not attempt
to sleep to soccer on the Spanish chan-

5. Track and field. I hesitate to list it
because its so rare to fmd on TV. Great if you
can 'ttake the crowd noise because there are
no fans in attendance. Interviews are qUi.et
because the athlete is out of breath. Starting
guns are a drawback so look for meets that
use a starting beep. Trips back to Montana
where the decathlete is a lumberjack in the
off season break the rhythm .
Alas, not all sports cure insomnia, so
here are some shows to stay away from:
1. World's strongest man competition .
Hairstyles and outfits will keep you in
stitches and therefore awake. You'll keep
others awake too as you call them in to see
Olaf the Vikingpull a Yugo full of show girls
up a hill with his teeth. If you do fall asleep,
be careful of nightmares. Very weird and
very scary.

2. Football. Noisy crowds and announcers.
Players shout all the time. Scoring is frequent and loud. Australian rules football is
worse.

Jefftaunts his greet-great uncle'after having just parred a tough par 3. Uncle
Glenn recovered and went on to an easy lO-shotvictory.

3. Hockey. Same as football. Announcer
gets' especially excited when someone
scores or makes an amazing save.

4. Boxing. Like trying'to sleep to the sound
nei. The rhythm of the language will lull of Don Rickels. Short, brutish, and loud.
you to beddy-bye, BUTwh~n they score
(&Ild they score often) that guy yelling 5. Horse racing. Actually great if you only
GOOOOAAAAL will wake you like a _ have a minute and a half to nap.
3. Soccer. So long as its an American Gennan bombing raid.
game, the fans who are there are quiet
So there you have it. Yet again, I have
except for some taxi cab driver who brought 4. Auto-racing. The buzz of the motors come through with another level on which
a drum or horn. Even so, he'll play it , is very relaxing. Crashes are not. The anyone can enjoy sports. Now if you'll
constantly and it will just fade into the sound ofa bunch of red-necks in the pit excuse me, I've got a date with Nancy Lopez
background. ' The action is constant, but crew whooping it up after they won is a and my sofa.
all they do is pass the ball around the great wake-up call.
equivalent to a backyard barbecue. The
only drawback is having to wake up to
watch that lizard on the commercials.

SBA Vice-President Report
Dziak from J
The Law School recently held its annual dinner to honor donors to the law
school. As xou may have heard, the law
firm of Hunton and Williams made a suestantial gift, establishing the Dean's discretionary fund, which will help meet the
most pressing needs of the law school. I
have sent a thank you letter to Hunton and
Williams on behalf of the student body.
This gift was the result of Marshall- Wythe
alumni whose donations were matched by
the law fmn .
I have also been discussing the
possibility ofassisting the Office of Alumni
Affairs and Development with a phone ,
drive to tharik donors to the law schoQI. If
you would be willing to lend some time to
this effort next semester, please drop me a
note in my hanging file. This will not
involve any solicitation on your part. It
will be designed to thank donors for the

assistance they give the school.
While it may not seem likemuch,
a great deal is accomplished when students make calls to thank donors. Anything we can do to encourage donors to
continue to make gifts will ultimately improve the value of your diplomas, so if
nothing else, volunteer out of self-interest. Remember, one of the biggest defi~iencies we faced in the U.S . News rankings
is resources, so anything we can do to
irnprovethis num berwill benefit our school.
As you probably noticed, the
S.B.A purchased 2 new microwaves that
are now in the student lounge. PLEASE
DO YOUR PART TO KEEP THE INTERIOROFTHESEMICROWA VESCLEAN
~LACEAPAPERTOWELOVERFOOD

AND CLEANUP AFfERYOUNUKE).

Happy
Thanksgiving
and
Good Luck on
Exams!
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Calendar
.Monday, November 23
GayStudentSupportGroup: Meetsevery
Monday evening while school is in session
from 9-10:00 p.m.in the catacombs under St.
Bede's. For more infOImation, call George
Greeniaat221 -3676.
Tuesday, November 24
Yoga club: classes are held every tuesday
and Wednesday from 7:30-9:00 p.m. in the
Fitwell Studio in the basement of William &
MaJY Hall. Beginners are welcom, the fee is
$5 to join plus $15 for every five-week session. ~ormore i.nformation , call221-5386,
221-4929 or 565-5735.
Wednesday, November 25
Thanksgiving BreakBegins: This is your
last chance to escape before Finals consumethe little that is left ofyour life, orwhat
you used to call your life .
Women's Basketball: vs. Elon College. 5
p.m. Ifyou can't get out oftown for Thanksgiving, you mightaswell celebrate by watching a Turkey of a game.
Thursday, November 26
Thanksgiving Day: Get out oftown, participate in the annual slaughter of innocent (but
stupid) turkeys. consume enough calories
in one day to subtract three years from your
li fe, listen to your drunk uncle yell at your
grandmother for being a rotten parent. God,
the holidays are great! If you have some
extra time, don't forget to be thankful forthe
cold-blooded slaughterofthe native Americans and the commercialization of the theft
of the Americas by the imperial ist pigs.
Friday, November 2 7
Shop-O-Rama: Today is your chance to
participate in the busiest shopping day of
the year. If you can't get enough of the
crassly exploitative department-store \vhoring of the holiday season , this is yo ur day!
Sales, sa les, sales, as longas you arewilling
to be at the door of your local ma ll at4 a.m.
Don't forget the Furbies!
Saturday, November 28
"She Loyes Me": aromanticcomedy. $24
with a student ID, at the Barksdale Theater

M cPhie

Cler ks

in Richmond through December 31. Call
(804)282-2620 formore information.
Rick James: the ultimate superfreak. No
word yet on how the burst vein in his neck
will effect this show, ifat all. Atthe Landmark
Theater in Richmond. Tickets $25, call (804)
262-8100 for-infonnation.
Everyihing: promoti.ngtheiralbum "Supernatural" at the 9:30 Club in D.C. That's the
name of the club, notthe time they play. Call
(202)432-SEATfortickets, information.
Sunday, November 29
Christian Life Fellowship : Pick up spots
every Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at yates, Dupont
Circle, Ban'ett, Bryan Circle, and Dillard. For
more infom1ation, contact Pat and Jen
Couglan at229-74 I I orthe church office at
))0-2100.
Tuesday, December I
World AIDS Day: Wear a red ribbon and
look like a star on Oscar night!
Wednesday, December 2
Women's Basketball: vs. Norfolk State, 7
pm.
Thursday, December 3
HOLD MI : Helping Others Learn about and
Deal with the Mentally III meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. in Washington 30 I. For more
infon113tion, email to box #83549.
Friday, December 4
Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration: Commonwealth
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Last Day of Classes: Tin1e for the I Lsto get
really, reallywierd.
Sunday, December 6
Wesley Fo undation Meeting: Every Sunday night from 5:30 to 7:30, for a meal and
fellowship . For more information, call 22968320r22 1-220 I.
Monday, December 7
Reading Day: Yeah , like these two days
really make a freaking difference.
Tuesday, December 8
Readi ng Day: Two whole days between the
end of classes and the beginning of finals.
Drink up -- you need to relax.
Wednesday, Deceinber 9

for

Legal

A id,

Tangelo: aclub aimed at establishing an art
community on campus , meets every
Wednesday from 7-9:00 p.m . in Andrews
Hall for life drawing.
First Day of Exams: Now isthe tin1e for all
you 1Ls to drop out of law school, before
you've had enough time to do any real
daJTIage to your reputation. You can still get .
a respectable job if you reave now and don't
tell anyone yo u were ever here.
Friday, December 11
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meets every Friday at 5 p.m. at Braxton House, 522 Prince
George Street. For information, call 22 148i3.
Saturday, December 12
Yule LogCeremony: Wren Yard
Sunday, December 13
Catholic Campus Ministry: Celebrates
Sunday morning mass at 10:30 a.m. and
evening mass at5:00 p.m. in St. Bede Parish
Center. Formore infonnation, call 229-3631.
MOllday, December 14
Hanukkah Begins: Light the first candle.
Saturday, December 19
Aerosmith: Done with finals? Needtorock
and roll, man? These geriatric daddies will
be on fire (unfortunately, that is figurative
rather than literal) at the MCI center in D.C.
Call (202)432-SEA T.
Monday, December 21
Last DayofExams: You have three days to
buy all of your Christmas presents. Goo'd
luck, sucker!
Thursday, December 24
Christmas Eve: if you really want to have
fun, go to Toys R Us today and te ll frantic
mothers that a new shipment ofFurbiesjust
CaJTIe in but that the manager is hiding them
for his kids.

Ma ry land ;

suburbs of Washington, D.C. Services
.by lai n R. McPhie
Lastsummer, I worked as a Law Clerk at the offered by the Bureau inc lude legal repreLegal Aid Bureau, Inc.'s Metropo litan sentation, legal adv ice and counse ling
Maryland office. I was able to take the and referra l to other organ izations. T he
position thanks to a grant from the Pub lic substantive areas covered by the office
Service Fund, which I used to leverage include landlord-tenant, public benefits,
additional fund ing from the Federal Work- fam ily law and custody, consumer protecStudy program. I fo und the experience to tion and bankruptcy, elder law and Child In
be both rewarding and helpful, and recom- Need of Assistance (CINA).
One of my primary responsibilities at
mend it to all students, including those
Legal Aid was to conduct client intake. In
planning to work in the private sector.
The Legal Aid Bureau , Inc . is a Legal conducting intake, it is important to get all
Services Corporation funded organization pertinent, such as facts of the case, any
providing legal services to low-income . pending court dates and income informaclients in Maryland. The Metropo litan tion to detennine eligibility. After conMaryland office is a part of a statewide ducting intake, I discussed each case with
organ ization w ith headquarters in Balti- an attorney to detem1ine what le~el of
more. It's territory covers Montgomery, assistance we were able to provide . For
Prince George's and Howard counties, all those cases for which we could not pro-

PSF

p.m.
Thursday, December 31
New Year's Eve: f1iketocall this Amateur
Night. Every body gets drunk at least once.
a year, but thosewhoONLY get drunk once
a year are really, really annoying to the
functional alcoholics among us. So do us all
a favor, ifyou area lightweight, DON'T party
like it's 1999.
Friday, Jalluary 1, 1999
New Year's Day: The frrst official hangover
of the New Year. Shhh .. ..
A1onday , Jalluary 11
First Day of Classes: As ifthe pain of the
new year and the pathetic realization that
you completely wasted the last year weren't
enough, you add insult to injury by still
being in law school. Ouch.
Friday, Jalluary 15
Last Day to Drop/Add : Panicnow, because
your classes suck, they are all at night, your
teacher is some half-w it adjunct trying to
make an extra dollaJ' to pay the cost of the
malpractice j udgement, and the people in
your classes are all on Law Review. And
there is absolutely nothing you can do
about it.
Friday, Jalluary 29
SBA Ski Trip: It's still early in the semester,
so blow off everything and hit the slopes.
Maybe your health insurance w ill pay for
that nasty compound fi·acture.
Saturday, February 6
PSF Date Auction: 1Ls - this is a great
opportunity to meet new people, get a free
meal, anct make yourself a name in the law
school. Everyone else, avoid Francine like
the plague.
Friday, February 19
Ba r r ister's Ball: This is your one chance
to wear a tux, daJ1ce like a fool and get
comp letely wasted in formal attire. Well, this
and the forty weddings you will be invited
to in the next couple of years. At the
Williamsburg Lodge, 9:00p.m. t02:00a.m.
At least your wierd cousin, Bob-O, won't be
there to rem ind you ofthe hot foam incident.

Picks

vide legal representation , I generally contacted the client to provide counse ling or
a referra l. For cases req uiring represen tation , I often conducted follow-up interviews and ass istance attorneys on the
cases. In addition to conducting client
intake. I performed legal research, drafted
memos. drafted memos. motions and letters and assisted in developing strategies
for case litigation.
My experience at Legal Aid provided
excellent practical training . One of my
goals for the summer was to avoid being
stuck in a library sorting documents . I
wanted an opportunity to work directly
with people. At Legal Aid, I spoke with
clients on the phone every day. and often
met with clients in person . The attorneys
wet:e very willing to explain their practices

12 '

up

the

Check

and to allow me to assist by drafting documents, performing research and reviewi ng
case files. In addition, I regularly accompanied attorneys to court and administrative hearings to assist and observe.
Perhaps the most important lesson I
learned from my experience at Legal Aid is
that there is a tremendous need for lowincome legal assistance in the commilnity.
Every day, the office receives dozens of
calls from prospective clients in desperate
situations with no other options for access to the judicial system. It was very
satisfying to play a role in providing assistance to such clients, and in helping them
to achieve justice. After my experience in
Legal Aid, it is my goal, no matter where my
career takes me, to stay involved in community service.

